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Abstract—Many evolutionary algorithms have been proposed
and demonstrated to have excellent performance in striking a
balance between convergence and diversity in dealing with multi-
objective optimization problems. However, little attention has
been paid to the decision making stage where a small number of
solutions are selected to be presented to the user. It is believed
that knee points are considered to be the naturally preferred
solutions when no specific preferences are available, because knee
solutions incur a large loss in at least one objective to gain
a small amount in other objectives. One common issue in the
identification of knee points is that some knee points are easily
ignored and knees in concave regions are hard to be identified. To
resolve these issues, this paper proposes a novel method for knee
identification, which first maps the non-dominated solutions to a
constructed hyperplane and then divides them into groups, each
representing a candidate knee region, based on the density of
the solutions projected on the hyperplane. Finally, the convexity
and curvature of the candidate knee groups are determined and
only those having a strong curvature are kept. The proposed
method is empirically demonstrated to be effective in identifying
knee points located in both convex and concave regions on three
existing test problems and one newly proposed test problem.
Index Terms—Multiobjective optimization, knee points, pref-
erence, decision making, density estimation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Optimization problems involving multiple conflicting crite-
ria (objectives) are called multi-objective optimization prob-
lems (MOPs), which are defined as follows:
min−→x
: z(−→x ) = (f1(−→x ), · · · , fm(−→x )) (1)
where −→x = (x1, · · · , xn) ∈ X is the decision vector. X ⊆
Rn is the decision space, and n is the number of decision
variables. z : X→ Rm consists of m objectives.
In the past decades, many multiobjective evolutionary al-
gorithms (MOEAs) have been developed and demonstrated to
be effective in dealing with MOPs in terms of being able to
achieve a good balance between convergence and diversity of
the obtained tradeoff solutions. MOEAs can be roughly clas-
sified into four categories, namely, dominance-based methods
[1], [2], [3], [4], indicators or metrics based approaches [5],
[6], [7], aggregation or decomposition based methods [8], [9],
[10], [11], as well as preference-based methods [12], [13],
[14], [15].
Although a set of well-distributed and well-converged so-
lutions can be obtained, it is hard for the decision makers
(DMs) to select a small number of interested solutions from the
solution set. To address this issue preference information from
the DM needs to be introduced into the optimization process,
leading to a more focused search. Preference-based MOEAs
can largely be classified into three categories according to
the time to integrate the preference [16], [17], [18]: a priori,
interactive, and a posteriori approaches. One common implicit
assumption in preference-based MOEAs is that the DM has
certain a priori knowledge of the optimization problem.
Thus, how to select solutions from the large number of
non-dominated solutions achieved by an MOEA remains an
open problem in case no specific preferences are available.
It is widely believed that knee points are naturally preferred
solutions, since a large compromise in at least one objective is
required to gain a small amount in other objectives [19], [20].
Moreover, knee points are sometimes located in the middle of
the Pareto front, which may contribute to a large hypervolume
[21]. According to [22], [23], knee points can be categorized
into convex, concave, and edge knee points.
Several methods for identifying knee points have been
reported in the literature. Das et al. [24], [25] use the maximum
distance to a constructed hyperplane to identify the knees in
the convex regions, which, however, may miss many local
knee points. Branke et al. [26] construct the expected marginal
utility (EMU) with a number of uniform weight vectors, and
knees will be identified with the largest EMU values. This
method, unfortunately, may also fail to identify some local
knee points in the convex regions. Its extension [23] aims to
create a complete ordering of the solutions and recursively
uses the EMU to identify knee points. Unfortunately the
method is not well suited for identifying knees in concave
regions of a Pareto front (PoF). The reflex/bend angle [26],
[27] describes knee points with the largest reflex angle, and
a variant proposed by Deb and Gupta [22] slightly modifies
the description of the bend angle by giving a pair of values
(α > 1, β > 1). Note that these two methods are limited to
two-objective optimization problems. The method proposed in
[28], [29] describes the knees by means of the ratio between
the improvement and deterioration when the objectives of two
solutions are exchanged. Similarly, the method may miss the
knee points in concave regions of the PoF.
To resolve the aforementioned common issues in existing
algorithms, this paper proposes a new knee identification
algorithm by estimating the density of solutions projected
onto the hyperplane constructed by the extreme points of the
non-dominated solutions set. Based on the solution density,
candicate knee regions will be identified and only those having
a large curvature estimated on the basis of the radial coordinate
value suggested in [30] are retained. Finally, a small number
of solutions near each candidate knee point will be presented
to the DM together with the knees.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief introduction of definitions related to Pareto
dominance and knee points. Section III describes the proposed
knee point identification method in detail. The comparative
experiments are presented in Section IV. Section V concludes
the paper.
II. PARERO DOMINANCE AND KNEE POINTS
In dealing with the MOP defined in (1), the following
definitions are needed.
Definition 1. Given two solutions x, y ∈ X, solution x
is defined to Pareto dominate y, which denotes as x ≺
y, if ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, fi(x) ≤ fi(y) and ∃j ∈
{1, 2, · · · ,m}, fj(x) < fj(y).
Definition 2. A solution x ∈ X is nondominated if @y ∈ X,
s.t.fi(y) ≤ fi(x), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}.
Definition 3. A solution x ∈ X, is said to weakly dominate
y, if ∀i ∈ {1, 2, · · · ,m}, fi(x) < fi(y).
Definition 4. The set X ⊂ X of all the nondominated
solutions is called the nondominated or Pareto-optimal set
(PoS). The Pareto-optimal front (PoF) is the image of PoS
in the objective space.
A knee point, visually located at the convex or concave
bulge on a PoF, requires a large compromise in at least one
objective to gain a small amount in others. As stated in [24], it
is empirically noticed that the user or designer usually intends
to select a solution in the middle of the surface, which most
likely is a knee point. In [22], [23], Deb et al. have provided
illustrations of different types of knee points and classify them
into convex, concave, and edge knee points. For example in
Fig. 1, B is located in the concave region of the PoF and
therefore is a concave knee point. Similarly, C and F are
convex knees, and D and E are edge knees of the disconnected
fragments of the PoF, respectively. A and I are extreme points.
III. PROPOSED KNEE IDENTIFICATION METHOD
The proposed algorithm in pseudo code is described in
Algorithm 1, which consists of two main steps, transformation
and identification. In the following, we present in greater detail
the main components in each step.
A. Transformation
The transformation stage linearly maps all non-dominated
solutions onto a constructed hyperplane. Before transforma-
tion, solutions are normalized so that they are all in the first
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Fig. 1. Different kinds of interesting points.
Algorithm 1 The pseudo-code of the proposed knee point
identification method.
Input: Representative population: P
Output: Groups of Knees: K
′
1: Transformation :
• Q = Normalize(P )
• S =Mapping(Q)
2: Identification :
3: while S! = ∅ do
4: DesityEstimation(S)
5: K = Distinguish(S)
6: K
′
= Sort(K)
7: S = S/K
′
8: end while
9: Output(K
′
)
quadrant. Then a hyperplane is constructed using the extreme
solutions of the non-dominated set. Finally, all solutions are
mapped onto the constructed hyperplane.
Let uimin = min
|P |
j=1 fi(xj) and u
i
max = max
|P |
j=1 fi(xj) are
ideal and nadir points of the ith objective, respectively, the ith
objective of solution x can be normalized as follows:
f
′
i (x) =
fi(x)− uimin
uimax − uimin
for i = 1, · · · ,m. (2)
where m is the number of objectives.
Given a normalized solution p = (f
′
1, · · · , f
′
m) and hyper-
plane β : f1 + · · · + fm = 1, where m is the number of
objectives, the normal vector can be characterized by −→n =
(1, 1, · · · , 1) or −→n = (−1,−1, · · · ,−1) and |−→n | = √m.
Then the mapping point p
′
= (p1, · · · , pm) can be calculated
as follows: −→
pp
′
= |
−→
pp
′ | ·
−→n
|−→n | , (3)
where
−→
pp
′
denotes a vector and | · | the norm of the vector.
Thus, the signed distance of solution p to a hyperplane,
|pp′ |, can be calculated as follows:{
β : f1 + · · ·+ fm − 1 = 0
|
−→
pp
′ | = f
′
1+···+f
′
m−1
|−→n |
(4)
Note that |
−→
pp
′ | < 0 means point p is below the hyperplane
β, and |
−→
pp
′ | > 0 means that p is above the hyperplane, and
|
−→
pp
′ | = 0 means p is on the hyperplane.
According to Eq. 3 and Eq. 4,
If |
−→
pp
′ | < 0:
−→
pp
′
=

p1 − f ′1
p2 − f ′2
...
pm − f ′m
 = −|
−→
pp
′ |
|−→n | ·

1
1
...
1

else |
−→
pp
′ | > 0:
−→
pp
′
=

p1 − f ′1
p2 − f ′2
...
pm − f ′m
 = |
−→
pp
′ |
|−→n | ·

−1
−1
...
−1

(5)
The mapping point p
′
can be calculated according to Eq. 5.
This way, all the normalized solutions can be linearly mapped
onto the hyperplane.
Fig. 2 gives an illustrative example of one-to-one linear
mapping, showing five normalized non-dominated solutions
a, b, p, c and d. Thus, the pedal point p
′
of solution p can be
found by calculating the intersection between the hyperplane
f1 + f2 = 1 and pp′ perpendicular to the hyperplane.
B. Identification Stage
The identification stage in Algorithm 1 aims to group
the solutions on the hyperplane into a number of candidate
knee regions and identify knee points. Firstly, the density
of each solution is calculated based on the harmonic mean
distance between the solution and its neighbors in a predefined
neighborhood. Then, the solutions are clustered according
to the solution density, each group representing a candidate
knee region. The convexity of each candidate knee groups
will be determined and linear knee regions are discarded.
The groups having a large curvature, which is indicated by
a large difference between the radial coordinate value of the
knee point and that of its neighbors, are kept. To reduce the
influence of the inaccuracy in knee identification, a handful
solutions near the identified knee points will be presented to
the DM. The details are presented in Algorithm 2.
1) Density estimation: As illustrated in Fig. 2, the density
of the solutions mapped onto the hyperplane f1 + f2 = 1
changes according to the curvature of the Pareto front on which
the original solutions are located. More specifically, solutions
in a knee region will have a smaller density on the hyperplane
than that of the solutions located outside knee regions. For
example in Fig. 2, |−→ab| = |−→bp|, and point i is the pedal of
solution b on a local hyperplane |ap|. Points b′ and i′ are the
pedal points of b and i on a local hyperplane |a′d′ |. Thus,
point i and i
′
are the middle point of |a′p| and |a′p′ |, namely,
|a′i′ | = |i′p′ |. In other words, |a′b′ | < |b′p′ |, and likewise,
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Fig. 2. An example of mapping the solutions onto a hyperplane for density
estimation.
|c′d′ | < |p′c′ |. Thus, it can be concluded that the density of
p
′
is smaller than its neighboring points.
Different from other methods for knee point identification,
the method introduced in this paper transfers the curvature
information into the difference in solution density on the
hyperplane. Thus, knee points in convex or concave regions
will have the smallest density. The next important question
is how to calculate the density of each solution and how to
find the solutions in the same knee region. Here we adopt a
simple way to compute the density of the mapped solutions
on hyperplane by measuring the closeness of a solution to its
neighbors. The density of a solution p, ρ, can be calculated in
the following steps:
1) Find k nearest neighbors of each solution p.
2) Calculate the Euclidean distances between solution p
and its neighbors, denoted as d1, d2, · · · , dk, k is the
number of neighbors.
3) Compute the density of solution p, ρ = 1/d, where d =
k
1
d1
+···+ 1dk
is the harmonic mean distance.
Note that the harmonic mean distance is adopted because
it favors shorter distances. In other words, the distance from
p to its closest neighbor plays a more important role in the
mean distance. In Algorithm 2, Lines 5 to 9 calculate the
density of each mapped solution on the hyperplane. d1:κ =
minDis(xi, κ) calculates the distance from xi to its nearest
κ neighbors, and d is the harmonic mean distance.
2) Identification: Lines 10 to 22 in Algorithm 2 identify
knee regions on the basis of the estimated solution density. ı =
argminxi∈S(ρ(xi)) means to find the index of the solution
with the smallest density. In Line 11, K = clustering(xı, ς)
clusters the nearest ς solutions for solution xı and ς < κ aims
to reduce the influence of errors in the estimation. In Line
13, Distinguish(K, ς) == true verifies whether solution xı
and its neighboring solutions form a convex or concave knee
region.
In Distinguish(K, ς), the first step is to find out the
boundary (extreme) points of cluster K for solution xı and
use them to construct a hyperplane. Then, the algorithm
determines whether a candidate knee solution xı in region
K is below, above or on the hyperplane using Eq. 5, thereby
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Fig. 3. Determination of the convexity with the help of the radial coordinate value.
Algorithm 2 : Knee identification by means of density esti-
mation
Input: Transformed solution set: S, the size of neighbor-
hood: κ,the size of the group: ς , and ς < κ, φ : 7 ± 2,
threshold of difference: diff .
Output: Sorted solution set: K
′
.
1: K = ∅, B = ∅.
2: B = calc_b(S) %find the extreme points.%
3: K
′
= K
′ ∪B
4: S = S/B %eliminate the extreme points.%
5: for each xi ∈ S do
6: d1:κ = minDis(xi, κ) %calculate the distance from the
solution to its nearest κ solutions.%
7: d = k/( 1
d1
+ · · ·+ 1
dk
) %harmonic distance.%
8: ρ(xi) = 1d %the density of solution xi.%
9: end for
10: while S 6= ∅ do
11: ı = argminxi∈S(ρ(xi))
12: K = clustering(xı, ς)
13: if Distiguish(K, ς) == true then
14: K = Sorting(K,φ, diff )
15: K
′
= K
′ ∪K
16: S = S/K
17: K = ∅
18: else
19: S = S/K
20: K = ∅
21: end if
22: end while
23: Output(K
′
)
preliminarily determining the convexity of the candidate knee
regions. Candidate groups of solutions in a linear region will
be discarded. Linear:
∑m
i=1 fi(x) = r
Convex:
∑m
i=1(r − f2i (x)) = r2
Concave:
∑m
i=1 f
2
i (x) = r
(6)
To further verify whether the candidate knee regions iden-
tified with the help of density estimation are indeed knee
regions, the radial coordinate value [30] described in Eq. 6
will be calculated for each solution. As shown in Fig. 3, the
radial coordinate value of each solution varies and the larger
the differences in the radial coordinate values, the stronger
the curvature is. Thus, candidate knee regions having a large
difference in the radial coordinate values of the solutions are
confirmed to be knee regions. Let ro, r1, · · · , rK denote the
radial coordinate values of the candidate knee solutions and
that of its K neighbors, the curvature of a candidate knee
region can be represented by var calculated as follows:{
var = |ro − r|
where r =
∑K
i=1 ri
K
(7)
A threshold diff is defined to ensure that only candidate
knee regions whose var is larger than diff are considered to
be real knee regions. Finally, a small number of solutions in
the neighborhood of the identified knee points will also be
presented to the DM to reduce the influence of the estimation
error.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
A. Experimental settings
The basic evolutionary optimization framework is based on
SPEA-II [2], and all compared algorithms are implemented in
jMtal [31]. In the experiments, the distribution index is set to
10 for simulated binary crossover and 20 for polynomial mu-
tation. The crossover probability and mutation probability are
set to 0.99 and 0.1, respectively. The size of the population and
archive are set to 100. SPEA-II is terminated when a maximum
of 500 and 1000 generations are exhausted on 2-objective and
3-objective test problems, respectively. In identification of the
knee points from the non-dominated solution sets obtained by
the compared algorithms, κ = 3 ∗φ and ς = 2 ∗φ, where κ is
the size of the neighborhood for density estimation, and ς is
the size of the cluster, and φ = 7±2 is the size of the solution
group in the knee region.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed identification
method, three existing test problems, DO2DK, DEB2DK, and
DEB3DK [26], are adopted. A new 2-objective test prob-
lem with a discrete and concave basic PoF, termed CKP, is
proposed in this paper for comparing the knee identification
methods.
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Fig. 4. The solution set obtained by SPEA-II and the potential regions of interest on the PoF.
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Fig. 5. The final obtained representative solutions in terms of different settings on parameter diff in KneeDEA.
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Fig. 6. The final representative solutions obtained by different methods on DO2DK.
The problem (CKP) is defined as follows:
min : f1(x) = g(x)r(x1) sin(pix1/2)
min : f2(x) = g(x)r(x1) cos(pix1/2)
g(x) = 1 + 9n−1
∑n
i=2 xi
r(x) = 5 + x21 +
cos(2Kpix1/2)
K
0 ≤ xi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , n.
(8)
In the experiments, K = 3, s = 1 is set for DO2DK, and
K = 3 for DEB2DK and CKP, and K = 2 for DEB3DK. The
number of decision variables is set to 30 for all problems. The
representative solution sets and corresponding knee regions
on the PoFs are shown in Fig. 4, where the knee points are
denoted using red squares. Note that DO2DK, DEB2DK, and
CKP are bi-objective problems, and DEB3DK is a 3-objective
problem. In Fig. 4, DO2DK has three convex knee points and
two concave knee points. DEB2DK and CKP have similar
characters as DO2DK except that the basic shapes of the
PoFs are different. DEB3DK has six knee points, where four
knees are located in convex regions and two located in concave
regions. In the proposed method, the threshold value diff is
set to 0.01 for CKP and to 0.1 for the others.
Three knee point identification methods are taken from
the literature for comparison. The identification method [25],
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Fig. 7. The final representative solutions obtained by different methods on DEB2DK.
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Fig. 9. The final representative solutions obtained by different methods on DEB3DK.
KneeDis for short, is based on the distances to a hyperplane
(constructed using the extreme points) to identify knee regions.
In [23], the expected marginal utility is adopted to identify
knees, which we term KneeEMU. Finally, the method in [29]
is based on a different working definition of the knee points,
which is termed KneeWD for convenience. M= 0.35 is set for
KneeDis, and δ = 0.2 for KneeWD. The method proposed in
this work is named KneeDEA for short.
B. Parameter sensitivity analysis
In the proposed identification method, diff is a key pa-
rameter which can control the number of knee regions to be
identified. Fig. 5 shows four groups of knee solutions obtained
when diff is set to 0.001, 0.01, 0.005 and 0.1, respectively.
From these results, we can see that a smaller diff will lead
to more knee groups while a larger diff will result in fewer
groups of knee points. Therefore, if the DM is interested in
exploring more groups of possible knee regions, a smaller diff
should be used.
C. Comparative experiments
The experiments here aim to examine the effectiveness of
the proposed method in identifying knees in both convex and
concave regions.
The results on DO2DK obtained by the four algorithms
under comparison are shown in Fig. 6. From the figure, we
can see that all methods are able to identify the convex knee in
the middle of the PoF. However, KneeDis has missed all other
knee regions, mainly because the distance from the knee point
in the missed knee regions to the hyperplane is smaller than the
distance from some of its neighboring points to the hyperplane.
We also note that both KneeEMU and KneeWD can identify
all convex knee regions while missing the concave ones. By
contrast, KneeEDA has successfully identified all concave and
convex knees. One issue with KneeEDA is that it is not able
to distinguish two very close knee regions near the right end
of the PoF, as shown in Fig. 6 (d).
Fig. 7 shows the knee regions of DEB2DK detected by
the compared algorithms. All methods can identify the convex
knees, and all but KneeEDA fail to detect the concave knee
regions. It is because the density of the solution is obvious and
the difference between the potential knee and its neighbors is
distinguishable. Again, KneeEDA is not able to distinguish
two very close knee regions.
Since CKP has a discrete and concave basic PoF, it poses
slightly different difficulties to the compared knee detection
algorithms. From Fig. 8, we note that KneeDis can find knees
that are far from the hyperplane. KneeEMU largely fails
to work properly because the boundary points have higher
priority in terms of the linear utility function. KneeWD and
KneeEMU experience similar problems. Among the compared
algorithms, only KneeEDA is able to identify all knee regions.
Finally, the results on the DEB3DK are provided in Fig.
9. It can be seen that KneeDis completely fails to work on
DEB3DK since none of the knee regions have been correctly
detected. KneeEMU is able to identify the concave knees
since the concave knees on the PoF of DEB3DK are closer to
the boundary points, which have a high priority in identifica-
tion. KneeWD exhibits better performance than KneeDis and
KneeEMU in identifying convex knees on this test problem,
yet it is not able to detect the concave knees. KneeEDA
appears to be able to identify both convex and concave knee
regions, however, it is not able to clearly distinguish different
knee regions that are close to each other.
From the results presented above, we can conclude that the
proposed method is able to identify both convex and concave
knee regions. Moreover, its performance is less sensitive to
the convexity or continuity of the basic shape of the PoF. One
issue with the proposed method is that it may not be able to
distinguish knee regions that are close to each other.
V. CONCLUSION
Most research on evolutionary multi-objective optimization
has focused on finding well distributed and highly converged
non-dominated solutions but much less has been devoted to
studying methods for selecting a small set of solutions to be
presented to the DM. Without specific preference information
provided by the DM, knee points are typically considered to
be the most preferred solutions.
Although a few algorithms have been proposed to detect
knee points, most of them are not able to detect knees in con-
cave regions. The performance of some existing algorithms is
also sensitive to the shape of the basic Pareto front. To resolve
these issues, this paper proposes a novel method based on
solution density. After mapping the normalized non-dominated
solutions to a constructed hyperplane, the algorithm identifies
candidate knee regions based on the estimated density of the
projected solutions. Then the curvature of the detected knee
regions will be calculated to determine the convexity of the
candidate knee regions and finally, a threshold on the curvature
is used to determine the knee solutions to be presented to the
DM.
Empirical studies are conducted on four test problems and
the results confirm that the proposed method is able to identify
both convex and concave knees. The proposed method is also
able to detect knee regions that are far from the middle of the
Pareto front and is less sensitive to the convexity of the basic
shape of the PoF.
The proposed method also has its weaknesses. First, it
cannot separate close knee regions. Second, some non-knees
may be selected as knee points if the threshold diff is not
properly specified. Thus, one future work is to investigate
the possibility of adaptively tuning the threshold rather than
pre-specifying it by the DM. In addition, the current work
is limited to bi- or three-objective optimization problems and
it is our target to extend it to many-objective optimization
problems.
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